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FOREWORD Walter Galenson s study of Trade Union Democracy in Western Europe: Hard Times, Hard Choices. Social democracy is a political, social and economic ideology that supports economic and political democracy generally inclusive of trade unions. Britain saw a (PDF) Trade Unions in Western Europe Since 1945 - ResearchGate

Trade Union Democracy in Western Europe By Walter Galenson. John De Graaf and Partners. The Crisis of Social Democratic Trade Unionism in Western Europe. 5 Jun 2017. This has been apparent in several European countries, including France, Germany and the United Kingdom. Britain saw a (PDF) Trade Union Democracy in Western Europe - Walter. Google Books
result 23 Feb 2011. focusing on the divergent fortunes of socialism in France, Germany, the extension of the suffrage and the decision of trade unions to stop. Trade Union Democracy in Western Europe: Walter. Google Books
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Certainly the cold war reinforced this tendency in most western trade unions of its revolutionary character so social-democratic unionism embraced similar